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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with microlocal reductions of classical pseudo- 
differential operators with real principal symbols near a double characteristic 
point. We obtain various simple forms of the lower order terms of the operators, 
according to the nature (symplectic or involutive) of the manifold of double 
characteristic points. 
Results of this type have also been obtained by Ivrii [15] and Hanges [lo] 
(in the hyperbolic non-involutive case), Uhlmann [21] (in the hyperbolic 
involutive case), Guillemin and Shaeffer [9] (f or some Fuchsian-type operators), 
Duistermaat-Sjostrand [6] (f or complex symbols) and Kashiwara-Kawai-Oshima 
[16] (in the complex domain). 
I. GENERALITIES 
1. NOTATIONS; STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let C? be an open set in BP’, and n a point of T*(Q). 
As usual, a pseudo-differential operator P(x, DE) is called “classical” of order 
m if its full symbol p(x, .$) h as an asymptotic expansion of the form p w p, + 
p, + ... --I- p, $ ... (when 1 4 1 + +a), with p, homogeneous of order m - k 
andkEN, mE[W. 
We will say that P and Q are “the same” near n if p - q is rapidly decreasing 
in a conic neighborhood of n. 
In the whole paper, we are dealing with classical pseudo differential operators 
near n; in particular, we will always assume, if necessary, that our operators are 
properly supported. 
Let P and Q be operators given near n E T*(Q) and n’ E T*(52’) respectively: 
we are looking for elliptic Fourier-integral operators F and G such that QF = GP 
near n; precisely let x be a symplectic diffeomorphism, homogeneous of degree 1, 
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from a conical neighborhood of n into a conical neighborhood of n’, with x(n)=n’; 
we say that F: COm(&‘) --f 53’(52’) is elliptic with canonical mapping x near n if 
(1’ = graph of x near (n, n’) (where (1 denotes the Lagrangean manifold of the 
distribution kernel of F) and the principal symbol of F is non-zero at (n, n’). In 
the equality QF = GP, F and G are assumed to have the same mapping X. 
If this equality holds then us o x = ep,, , where e is an elliptic symbol near n. 
For given p, , CJ, the existence of such x and e has been studied by Hijrmander 
[II], Sato [15], Sjdstrand [17], Sjostrand-Duistermaat [6], Boutet de Monvel [5], 
Guillemin-Shaeffer [9] and many others. 
Here, we assume this existence, and emphasize the role played by lower order 
terms; thus, the problem is reduced to the case J2 = C, n = n’, p, = qO. 
This problem is clearly void for p, elliptic at n, and well-known if p, E Iw 
and the Hamiltonian field H9, of p, at n is non-parallel to the cone axis. In the 
whole work, we restrict ourselves to the case: p, real, n is at most a double zero 
of PO . 
2. Two TYPES OF EQUIVALENCE 
If P and Q are defined near n, they will be called equivalent if there exist 
elliptic (classical) pseudo-differential operators A and B near n such that AP = 
QB; we will write P N Q. 
Let F( p,) be the set of all symplectic mappings x (as above) such that x(n) = n, 
p, 0 x = ep, , where e is elliptic and homogenous of order 0 near n. We call P 
and Q with p, = qO , “Fourier-equivalent” (denoted by P --““Q) if there exist 
x E F(po) and an elliptic Fourier integral operator F with canonical mapping x 
such that F-IPF - Q (F-l denotes any local inverse of F near n). 
The following simple lemma shows the role played by the F-equivalence. 
LEMMA. Let P near n, Q near n’ be as in the non-reduced problem, and let xi 
(with xi(n) = n’) and ei b e such that q. 0 xi = eipo (i = 1,2). Denote by Fi an 
elliptic operator with canonical mapping xi , by Ei an elliptic pseudo-dt@rential 
operator with principal symbol Ilei (i = 1, 2). Then E,F;‘QF, off%) E,FilQFz. 
II. RESULTS AND EXAMPLES 
Let ,Z be the set of double characteristics of P, and assume that Z is a (conic) 
manifold, locally defined near n by the equations ur = ... = ur = 0; then, for 
any function f near Z, we denote by C.f”l*...*“luT1 ... z@ the formal Taylor 
expansion off with respect to ur ,..., u1 . The other notations are explained in I. 
In the following theorems, P and Q are as explained in Part I, with p, = q. . 
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1. INV~LUTI~ CASE (cODIMEN~ION 2 = 1) 
Assume ,?Y of codimension 1: then it is no restriction (see [ 111) to take $J, = T’ 
(the coordinates being (x, t, [, 7)) an d n = (0, 0, .$, # 0,O). With this choice 
of p, , we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. [A] (i) There exist P, p0 = p, , P N P, and pj = pjO for 
j 3 1. 
(ii) P N Q ---f p,O = qIo. 
(iii) If p,O = qlo # 0, then P N Q. 
[B] Assume that there exist a symplectic dif/eomorphism $J: (x, E) H (X(x, 0, 
+x, E)), homogeneous of degree 1, with $(O, to) = (0, to), and a smooth function 
h(x, 0, homogeneous of degree zero, h E @, h # 0, such that, near n, h(x, E)plo(X(x,[), 
z-(x, 0, t) > 0, h(x, t) qlo(x, 5, t) > 0. Then P JQ. 
Example 1. An operator P = LIt2 + p, + pa + ... of Schrodinger type, i.e. 
with pro < 0 near n, can be reduced to Ofi2 - Dzl near 5 = (1,O ,..., 0), 7 = 0. 
This may allow explicit computations (compare with [3], [16], for instance). 
Example 2. Consider P = D,2 + p, + ..., Q = D,2 + q1 + a’* and assume 
that both pro and qIo are real and non-zero. Then P 2 Q if and only if they are 
both hypoelliptic or both non-hypoelliptic near n. This is a consequence of the 
fact that, in our case P is hypoelliptic near n if and only if pIa > 0 (see, for 
instance, [ 141). 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that p,O = 0 (Levi Condition). Then: 
[A] (i) P N Q =z- pIo = qIo = 0. 
(ii) Set I(P) = p,O - i(pll)” + (i/2)p:, . Then P N Q e I(P) = I(Q). 
(iii) I(P) G 0 o P - Hz, where His any$rst order operator with principal 
symbol 7. 
[B] There exist h(x, t, f), real, homogeneous of order 0, such that P d Dt2 + 
ih(x, t, 0,). If I(P) is real, then P ,-9 Dr2. 
Example 3. Let P = at2 + a& + b, a and b real and of order 0. Then 
P -y at2. On the other hand, at2 + ih and at2 + iu (h, p E R) are F-equivalent 
if and only if /\ and p have the same sign. 
2. SYMPLECTIC CASE (CODIM Z = 2) 
Assume .Z symplectic of codimension 2; it is no restriction to take ur = t, 
u2 = 7 in a space with coordinates (x, t, 6,~). In the hyperbolic case, we will 
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takep, = TV, otherwisep, = 3 + t2t12 (with [I # 0). We will use the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a complex symbol homogeneous of degree d. We will 
say that Hf is H-solvable if, for any smooth v homogeneous of degree 1, there 
exist a smooth u homogeneous of degree I- d + 1 such that H,u = v. (See [12] 
for examples). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume p, = tr = q0 . 
[A] (i) There exists P, fiO = p, , P - P, pi N jjo for j 3 1 (see [lo]). 
(ii) P - Q G- p,O = qlO. This is suficient if H,; is H-solvable. 
(iii) If P -Q and p,O 3 t c e, then I(P) = I(Q), where I(P) = p,O - 
PlPl 
0 1,l _ p;#py. 
(3 ~~~~~~p=~,+~~+~~+~~~,+~~~,q=p,+p,+q,+q,+,+~~~, 
p, = cte, k > 2, and both P and Q are tangential (i.e. p, = pto, q1 = qLo, 1 > 1). 
ThenP-Q*p,=q,, and this is su.cient if HP, is H-solvable. 
[B] Assume p 2 Q: then there exist a symplectic mapping x(n) = n, such that 
q10 = p,O o x or q10 = -i - pi0 o x. Either one of these two conditions is sufficient 
if H,,o is H-solvable. 
Example 4. The operators tD, and tD, + qk are non-equivalent for any 
k > 2, qk # 0, which proves that equivalence may involve terms of any order 
in the symbols of P and Q. 
Example 5. Consider P = D: - t2 1 D, I2 + p, + p, + ... near a point 
n(x = 0, t = 0, 4 # 0,~ = 0), which can be reduced to the form in Theorem 2. I. 
Then Re p,O determines the microlocal regularity of solutions in the kernel of P, 
while the jets of p, , p, etc.. . on ,Z determine how the singularities of a solution 
“branch” on Z (see [l], [2]). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume p, = q. = r2 + t2f12 (5, f 0). The results are 
analogous to those in Theorem 2.1. In particular: 
[A] (i) There exist r’, A = p, , P - p, and fij = #for j 3 1. 
(ii) P -Q + p,O = qlO. This is suficient if Hp;,C, is H-solvable. 
(iii) If P and Q are both tangential, P - Q and p,O/tl = cte, then p,O = q20. 
[B] Assume P J Q: then there exist a symplectic mapping X: Z --f Z, x(n) = n, 
such that (qlO/[,) = (plo/tl) 0 x. This is su@ient if HB,oIE, is H-solvable. 
Example 6. Consider P = Dt + t2D12 + hD, + “’ (X E C). It is well 
known that P is hypoelliptic unless h belongs to a discrete set S of numbers (see, 
for instance [S]). If X E S, then the hypoellipticity of P may depend on a lower 
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order term of P of any order (in analogy with example 5) (see [18]). On the 
other hand, h cannot be changed by %-equivalence, and for any value of A, zero 
order terms are relevant for equivalence (by (iii)). This shows that equivalence 
by elliptic operators is too strict as far as hypoellipicity is concerned. In fact, 
the set of values S appears when using concatenations (see [18], [7], [4]). 
3. HYPERBOLIC INVOLUTIVE CASE (CODIM Z = 2) 
Without restriction, we assume that Z = {.$ = 7 = 0}, in a space with 
coordinates (x, y, Z, f, 7, 5). We take p, = ET. In this case, many “invariants” 
of P and Q appear, and we have no sufficient condition for equivalence. An 
outline of further results is given in part III. 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) There exist p, fiO = p, , P - P and Fj(x, y, z, 5, 7, 5) = 
A%, y, 2, 5) + #(x, y, z, M j 2 1. 
(ii) If P -Q, thenpI = 410, I,(P) = I,(Q), whereI, = (pll)z - (PI”), . 
(iii) 1f P - Q and plo = qlo EE 0 (Levi Condition), then (ii) holds, and 
I,(P) = Iz(Q), with I,(P) = p,l - p,lp12 + ipi,. 
III. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
1. GENERAL EQUATIONS 
We are looking for classical elliptic pseudo-differential operators A and B 
such that AP = QB; we denote the various symbols by small letters, with the 
expansions a = a, + a, $ ‘.., b = b, + 13, + ..., p = p, +p, + ..., q = 
PO+411 ‘... 
We have (A, + A, + -..)(Po + Pl $ ...) = (P,, + Ql + . ..)(Bo + B, + ...), 
i.e. 
Aopo - PoBo + AoP, - Q,B, + AJ’o - PoB, 
v J 
I II 
+ AoPz - P&z + A$‘, - Q,B, + A&‘, - PO& + ... 
\ v / 
III 
=o 
where I is of order equal to order m of P and Q, II of order wz - 1, III of order 
505/3I/Z-2 
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m - 2, and so on. This gives us, for the symbols, the successive equations 
(0) a,p, = p,b, , i.e. a, = b, . 
(1) - f f&PO + ao(p, - 41) + Poh - h) = 0. 
(2) - f (POP * ~1~ - PO&E) + a,@2 - 42) + PO@2 - b2) + Ql - Q14 
+ f (aof . AZ - war) 
and so on (here, the coordinates in the cotangent space are denoted by (x, [), 
and subscripts mean derivatives). 
2. OPERATORS WITH CHARACTERISTICS OF CONSTANT MULTIPLICITY 
We assume pa = TV, in a space where the coordinates are (x, t, f, T), near a 
point n of 2 = {T = 0); 
(a) The equation (1) is -(2/i) &a0 + ~~(u~ - b,) + u,(pl - qJ = 0, so 
that if a, # 0 exist, then pro = qrs. Let us assume now pro = qsO; giving a, - b, 
an arbitrary value, we can solve (1) with a, # 0. Considering the value of the 
left hand side of (2) on 7 = 0, we see that it can be made equal to zero, provided 
that (p, - q2)0 is conveniently chosen (because a0 # 0); for this choice, giving 
u2 - b, an arbitrary value, we can find a, solution of (2). Consider now (I), 
assuming that all uk , b,(k < I - 2) ub - b,(k < I - 1) and qk(K ,< 2 - 1) 
are already chosen; then we can fix (pr - qz)O such that (I) can be solved in 
smooth functions, a, - bl being arbitrary. This proves (i) and (ii), Theorem 1.1. 
(b) Let us denote by L(p) the left hand side of (p): 
From (l), 2i+zoo + uoo(p, - ql)l = 0, 
2&ao1 + (al - h)O + aoo(pl - 4d2 + uol(pl - qdl = 0, 
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so that, equivalently, 
w2N” = %%P2 - q2)O - W(P1 - 91Y - PlYPI - 4d21 
-!- 0 aft - 2~Plo~tao’ - a,‘[& - Plo(Pl - dl + i b4& - skL>~ 
Assume that Pro # 0 at rz: for any choice of aoo, satisfying L(l))’ = 0, we 
can find u,,,’ such that (L(2))a = 0; for this choice, put a, =x a,,O -t Tag], and take 
(a, - b,) determined by (I,( I )) = 0. N ow, a, and a, - b, are fixed for the next 
computations. 
Consider (L(3))a; ‘t I contains the same terms as (L(2))O, with aoo replaced by 
alo and aol replaced by a,l, and other terms, which depend only on a,, , a, - b, 
and p, and are therefore already known. We give alo any value for which 
(L(2))l == 0; in fact, (L(2))l = 2ibTt + b,O(p, - ql) + known quantity, so that 
it is possible. Finally, we can find aI1 such that (L(3))O = 0, by solving an 
ordinary equation as above. With these choices of alO and all, we put a, =-= 
aI 0 -+ 5-u l and determine a2 - b, from the equation (2). From now on, a, , 
a, , al -I$1 and u2 - b, are fixed, and we choose azo and ai1 such that (L(4))O = 0, 
(L(3))l = 0; we solve then (3) by taking a:, - b, conveniently, and so on. This 
proves (iii) in Theorem 1.1. 
Assume now that the Levi-condition is satisfied: Pro = qlo :r 0 on ,Z’. We have 
M2N” = a,“[(p2 - q2)” - hl(pl - qJ] + & 
Rut 2ia,u,s -+ uoo(pl - ql)l = 0 so that 
aIltt = Tzf! [( $3 - ql)‘ait +- a:‘@, - q,):], 
a:, = i aoo(Pl - qlX - i uoo((pl - sl)Tj W4)” 
= a00 [(P2 - Q2)O - ; (Pl’)” + ; (411Y + ; 0, - qd:]. 
We set I(P) = Psa - $(Pll)” + (i/2)pi, , and obtain that if P N 0, then 
(L(2))O = 0, which implies I(P) = I(Q), p roving the first implication of (ii), 
Theorem 1.2. 
In order to prove the converse implication, let us consider first 
W3N” : W(3N” = %“(p, - qJ” + a,“&” - qzOblo + j (a$pi, - &.& 
+ i ao’& - i a&q,’ - i ql% + bftt + qb& + q124, . 
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We have moreover 
WN2 = 23, + (a1 - bl)O + dYP1 - qA2 + d( p, - q*)l, 
so that 
We have already the necessary condition I(P) = I(Q), so that (L(2))l happens 
to be independent of uol. 
Now we assume that uoo has already been chosen as a non-zero solution of 
(L(l))l = 0, and consider the system 
(L(3))O = 0, ww = 0, (L(l))2 = 0 
as a system of ordinary differential equations (in t) in the unknown functions 
u,r, b,O and u,O. This system can be reduced to a (4 x 4)-first-order linear 
system, which can be solved by standard process. 
Having chosen a solution a, , 1 b,O and uro of this system, we take a, - 6, = 
(~1 - bd”, and solve (I) in the following way; let a, = a00 + 7u01 + Ax, uoo 
and uol having the values chosen above; then (1) reduces to 2L-(&~,s + +zol + 
~~44 + ~“(a1 - bA” + ~at(~l - qd’ + ~“(ao’h - qA2 + a,%~, - 0) + 
T”(a(pl - q# + known q.) = 0, i.e. 2&a + ~~(pr - q# + known q. = 0; we 
take for a: any solution of the last equation. 
We have now the following situation: a, , u,O, b,O and a, - b, are chosen, (I) 
is solved. (L(3))O = (L(2))* = (L(2))O = 0. 
To proceed further, we consider (L(2))2, (L(3))l and (L(4))O: (L(2))2 = 2ib:, + 
(ua - b,)O + ullpl - qllbll + known terms, (L(3))l is similar to (L(2))l (with 
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alO or b,O instead of a,O, b,l instead of a,r, aas and b,O instead of ulo and 6,O) except 
for known terms (depending on a,), and so is (L(4))O: 
- f q,‘bit + qtEb;,, -+ b” 8tt + q2by,, + terms depending on a, . 
We have now a new system (L(4))O = 0, (L(3))l = 0, (~5(2))~ = 0 in the un- 
known functions b,l, u20 and b,O. We solve it, and then solve (2) as an equation 
in b,l with the previously determined values of blo and bll, and a2 - b, = uzo - b,O. 
Then a, , a, , b, , u2 - b, , u,a, b,O are known, (1) and (2) are solved, (L(3))a I~= 
(L(3))l = (L(4))O = 0, and we continue as above. 
This completes the proof of (ii), Theorem 1.2. 
(c) SetH=D,+A,+A,$.~~, where u(AJ = A, is a symbol homo- 
geneous of order -k. Then H2 = D,2 + D,A, + A,D, + DJ, + A,” + 
fW, + ..., so that, for P = Hz, p, = ?, p, = 27h,, p2 = A,” + 274 + 
(D,h,), and I(P) = (D,X,O) + (Aoo)2 - $(2h00)2 + $2Aot = 0. 
Conversely, take P satisfying the Levi Condition: P = D,2 + CD, + P, + ..* 
where C is of order 0, and set H = Dt + C/2; then P = H2 + Do --+ D, A- “‘, 
(where ~(0~) = dk is a symbol homogeneous of order -k), and I(P) = do0 
(because I(H2) = 0). If we assume I(P) = 0, then P N H2, by (ii) of Theo- 
rem 1.2, which proves (ii). 
(d) Let us consider now the equivalence by Fourier Integral operators. 
First, we need a simple lemma. 
LEMMA. Let L’ = {T = 0). A smooth mapping x: Z--j 2, de$ned by 
x(x, t, k+) = (X(x, t, !t), T(x, 4 0, +, t, 5)), can be extended to a symplectic 
mapping 2 near Z ay and only if 
(a) X and = do not depend on t; T,’ =# 0. 
(b) The mapping (x, E) + ((X(x, [), -(x, f)) is symplectic. 
The standard proof is left to the reader. 
Let us consider now an operator P, defined in a neighborhood of It, a sym- 
plectic mapping x, homogeneous of degree 1, with x(n) = n, and x I8 : ,Y --f Z:. 
Let F be a Fourier-integral operator with canonical transformation x, elliptic 
near (n, x(n)) = (n, n), and set PF = F-lPF. The principal part p,F of PF is 
then p, o x, that is 9-a = ~~0~. The subprincipal symbols are just composed by x 
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at a point of Z (see Hijrmander [13]), that is, with the usual notation (P)” = 
PS 0 x. Here (with p,, = TV), this simply reads (PI”)” = p,O o (X 13. 
Let 0 be the elliptic operator of order 0 with symbol P, and Q = OPF; 
then Q and P have the same principal part q. = p, = TV, and q10 = 
(1/6”)p,” 0 (x iz) = T&O(x /z) (notations of the lemma). 
From the above formula for qlo, we get general but rather complicated 
necessary and sufficient conditions on qlo and pro for Q and P to be F-equivalent. 
Let us consider the case B of Theorem 1.1: we have to solve the equation 
4x, 6) q1O(x, t, 5) = Tt’Yx, t, ~>A~(X(X, 0, =(x9 0, T(x, t, t)), i.e. find a 
function T solution of a standard non-linear equation in t, depending smoothly 
on the parameters (x, 0. We first solve it for 1 f / = 1, with T(n) = t(n), and 
then extend T as a homogeneous function in f of degree 0, so that T exists in a 
fixed interval in t, near n. 
The functions (x, --, T) define a mapping x: ,Z + 2:; we extend it to a 
symplectic mapping 2 and consider F, elliptic Fourier integral operator with 
canonical mapping 2, as previously. Then Q’ = @PF has the same principal 
part as Q, and the same non zero q;” = qlo: by (iii), Theorem 1.1, Q’ N Q, i.e. 
Q NF P. 
Assume now p,s z 0. We want to compute 1(6PF). First, I(OPf) only depends 
on X, and not on F: if G is another Fourier-integral operator with the same x, 
then QF = OPF = OF-lGB-lBG-lPGG-lF = (@FelG@-1) QG(G-‘F), i.e. 
Q” N QG, hence I(QF) = l(QG). A s a b ove, we can write P = H2 + D, with 
do0 = I(P). Then QF = O(F-1HF)2 + OF-lDF, and (OF-lDF)i = (l/d2) I(P) 
(X iz). It is well-known that there is an elliptic operator E such that 
E- (F-‘HF)E = BD, , where 0 stands for the operator with symbol 8; this 
means that we can assume, without restrictions, F already chosen with F-1HF = 
BD, . We write O(F-1HF)2 = OdD,BD, = fM2D,2 + 89[D&]D, = R, and (usual 
notations) r0 = 9, rl = -&(0,/e) + +rs(*..), r2 = 9(...) + T(...); this implies 
I(R) = r2 0 - $(ril)a + (i/2)~,l = )(e;/ey + g(e;je); , finally 1(Qr) = ge;/e)z + 
4(e;je); i (1 m w) 0 (X 1.d L e us recall that here 0 stands for 0 jr = (l/T,‘). t 
We give here some simple applications of the above formula. If I(P) E [w, we 
can choose 0 such that I(QF) = 0: th is is done simply by solving an ordinary 
differential equation for T, with data T(n) = t(n), T:(n) = 1 (for instance), and 
T homogeneous of degree 0 in 5‘ (we take here X = x, = = 4). 
If not, we can make Rel(QF) = 0 by the preceding argument. If I(P) and 
I(QF) are both purely imaginary, necessarily we have +(O;/O)z + (6:/e); = 0, 
I(QF) = (l/fP)l(P)(x iz). Setting u = (0:/e), the first equation has solution 
u = 0, or u = (2/t - to), hence 0 = cte or 0 = C(t - to)2 (C and to are real 
constants); this gives curious conditions for the equivalence, and proves the 
assertions in Theorem 1.2. 
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3. HYPERBOLIC SYMPLECTIC CASE (CODIM 2) 
For the hyperbolic case, we take p, = TV. Then .Z = {t = 7 = 0}, and 
(1) - ; (G - T&),0 + t+J, - 6,) + %(Pl - 41) = 0 
i- f (ao&z + ao,p,t - ql@Oz - 41,aot) = 0 
As before, we have, if P N Q, p,O = qIo. To solve an equation of the form 
L( 1) = f, it is necessary to have f 1X = 0; conversely, if f IH = 0, we can find 
a, - 6, and u,, such that, with these values, L(1) =f (see Hanges [lo] for 
details). This proves (i), Theorem 2.1. 
Assume now that a, , a, - 6, satisfy L(1) = 0. As before, we set t,Vv” = 
(l/j!k!)(P+k/M aTk) (I, Ix. Then (L(2))O.O = uoo(p, - q2)0 $ p,O(a, - 6,)O - 
(l/i) HplOuOo + (l/i) P,lT”@ - (l/i) q~*lu~‘o. From (l), -(l/i)(ta, - Ta,)(uoo f 
tu~‘” + T&l + ...) + tT(U, - 6,) + (p, - ql)uo = 0, we get it+” = -uoo(p, - 
q#*O, i@’ = +uoo(pl - ql)OJ, (a, - 6,)O = -uoo( p, - q#J - a;” (p, - ql)OJ 
- #(p, - q#O, hence (L(2))O = -(l/i) HP,auoo + uoo[(pz - qJ” - p,O(p, - 
41Y - Plo(Pl - 4d”*l i(Pl - qlYso + Plo(Pl - 41Y-o i(Pl - 9P - P?“(Pl - 
41)O” - q?l(pl - q#*O], (L(2))’ = -(l/i) Hp,oaoo + uz[I(P) - l(Q)], where 
Z(P) = pz - pl”py - P:~“&‘. If p,O = cte, then P N Q z= I(P) = I(Q), which 
proves (iii). 
Assume now that 1 5 1 H,; is H-solvable (see definition in part 1.2)). Then 
we can choose uoo # 0, homogeneous of order 0, such that (L(2))O = 0. Now 
we solve (1) with a, IH = a00 just obtained, and compute (L(3))s: (L(3))O = 
-(l/i) H910u10 + uIo[l(P) - I(Q)] + known terms. We choose alO so that 
(L(3))O = 0, and then solve (2) with a, Ir = u,O, and so on. This prove (ii), 
Theorem 2. I. 
Let P=P,+P,+P,+..., Q=P,+P,+Q,+...(k>2), with all 
the lower order terms in P and Q tangential (which is no restriction, according 
to (i)), and p, = cte, so that P, is simply the multiplication by a constant. Then 
(A, + A, + . ..)(Po + f’l + P, +- . ..) = (PO + Pl + Qk + . ..)(A0 + B, + ..-) 
gives 
APO - PoAo + A,P, - PIA,- PIA,+ A,P,- PoBI + ... 
\ v , 
+ P,(A, - 4) + -%+,Po - Po&+, + --. 
V / 
+ Aof’,, - QkAo + A&‘, - P,B,-, + A,P, - P,B, + .*I= 0, L / / 
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hence 
(0 < 1 < k - 2), 
(k) is - i (tb& - T&+) + pl(ak-l - bk-1) + Po(% - bk) 
t UO(Pk - Qk) = 0, 
(k + 1) is - f (@b& - 4,) + P&k - bk) + Po(ak+l - bk+A 
+ UO(Pk,l - Qlc+J + M- Qkh 
- ; f&z0 + f (p, - qk)5 u,x = 0. 
Here, (1) is just -(l/i)(ta, - ~3~)~s + tT(U, - b,) = 0, so that (ur - br)msm = 0 
(m 3 0). Identifying the terms in (I + 1) (for 1 + 1 < K), we obtain (ur+r - 
~~+l)m-l'm-l = - (p, + m/i)(u, - bJmvnz (m > 1). This implies (ur - b,)O = 0, 
0 < 1 < K - 1. Thus, if P N Q, necessarily, p, = qk . 
Assume now that p, = qk and Hpk is H-solvable, and let us examine the 
sufficiency of this: 
For each equation (I + 1) (0 < 1 < k - l), we can take a, - b, = 0, 
a,+,- b - 0, ur = at arbitrary, 1+1 - to be chosen. Then (L(K + 1))s = 
i4po" + ~o"(Pk+l-qk+l )O, and we can choose uoo # 0 such that (L(k + 1))s = 0; 
after this we solve (k + l), and it is important to notice that ~~0 is free, and 
‘k+l - b,,, depends only on P, Q and uoo. Similarly, (L(K + 2))s = pr(a,.+, - 
bk+d” i- P!+A - &+A + %(pk+, - qk+2)’ -I iHDbU,O -I terms depending 
on a, ; thus, we can choose uro such that (L(k + 2))O = 0, and we solve (K + 2) 
with u”,+~ free and ule+2 - b,,, depending only on P, Q, a, , a, . 
The general equation (1) is (I 3 K + 2) 
. I 
(I) @‘-I, - &-I, + po(% - bd + P&L, - b-1) + P&Q-, - b-k) + 
P k+l"Zk-1 - '&c+h-k--l + .*. + uo(pl - qz) $ iH,~uz-,-, + (terms depending 
on P,Q and uj,bj,j<E-k-2)=0. If we assume that each uj--bj is 
known (j < I - 1) and depends only on P, Q, and the ui , bi for 0 < i < 
j - k - 1, then we can choose &)--k-I making (L(Z))O = 0, and solve (I) with 
& free and a, - b, depending only on P, Q, ui , bi , i < I- k - 1. 
This shows that uoo,..., uE_, can be successively used to make (k + l),..., (2k) 
solvable, then u,~ can be used to make (2k + 1) solvable, and so on. This proves 
(iv), Theorem 2.1. 
We study now the conjugation by Fourier-integral operators. 
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LEMMA. Let 9, T, homogeneous of degree 1 and 0 be given, with {Y, T} = 1, 
and Y = T = 0 on Z; assume that X(x, 5) and =(x, f), homogeneous of degree 
0 and 1, dejine on Z a symplectic mapping x. Then we can extend (X, =) to (x, g) 
near Z such that the mapping 2: (x, t, 6, T) --f (x, T, E, 7) z’s symplectic and 
3 1.x = x. 
For the mappings jj we are considering here, we must have, moreover p, 0 2 = 
ep, , i.e. 75” = etT; this is possible only if 01’ = /3 = 0 on 2, or p’ = OL = 0 
on ,Z: in the first case, e jT = CY/~’ l-r = 1, in the second e /,r = pa’ I2 = - 1. 
Let F be an elliptic Fourier integral operator with canonical transformation jj, 
and PF = F-lPF. On ,Z’, the subprincipal symbols compose, i.e. (P”)” = (P”) 0 x; 
moreover, (P”)” = pIF - (1/2i)e on 2. If E is elliptic of symbol l/e, then, for 
Q = EPF, q,, = p, = tr, qIo = PIF/e = (l/e)[p,s. 0 x - lj2i + e/2;]. In the 
first case, qIo = p,O o X, in the second qIo = -p,O 0 x - i. 
4. ELLIPTIC SYMPLECTIC CASE (CODIM 2) 
Here, we take p, = 72 + t2[,“, 2 = {t = 7 = 0}, and we use the same 
notations as in the hyperbolic case. 
The first equation is 
2i(4 - tf,2& + t25A)ao + poh - 4) i- aoh - sl> = 0. (1) 
Set H = ~8, - tk,23, : we have necessarily pi0 = qIo, and H(S) = 
t~-‘+l(J272 - &2t2) = t“+-l(k$ + IZt2.y - (k + &“f,“) = kpot’~-l+ - 
(k + 1) ,f~tk+lT!-l = -lpotk~17Z-1 .+ (h .+ 2) t7~-17z+l, and H(t") = JZTtkp1, 
H(G) = - (12Zt+1. This implies that we can solve (1) formally, by determining 
successively the terms in the Taylor expansion of a, with respect to (t, T), with 
a00 free; then we can absorb any flat (on Z) right hand side 4 by adding to a, - b, 
the flat function #/pO . In this process, a, - b, is chosen along with a, , and 
both depend on aoo. 
From the preceding point, to solve an equation of the form L(1) = f, it is 
necessary and sufficient to have f iz = f” = 0. Thus, by a standard procedure, 
we can find P NP,withfii=j,sforalli> 1. 
Assume that the lower order terms of P and Q are already “tangential,” and 
let us compute (L(2))O: 
(L(2))’ = a,,“(p, - q2)’ + p,(u, - b,)’ + iHDlaz - t,“aiS2 + u”,*“. 
From (l), we have -2i~,2u02 = 0, 2&ao1 = 0,2iaiV1 + (a, - b,)O = 0, -2if12at3’ 
+ 2i[,3,ao0 + E12(a, - b,)O = 0, 4z’ai3’ - 4i.f,2a$2 = 0. Hence 
.Pl (L(2))O = uoo(p2 - q2) - z - &aoo + iHBlaoo 
51 
= aoo(p2 - q2> + iMf~~l~El~~oo. 
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Thus, if p,/tr = cte, necessarily, p, = q2 ; if Hp,/t, is H-solvable, p, = q1 is 
sufficient for P N Q. The computations are analogous to those in the hyperbolic 
case, with pIlo replacing p, . 
Let us check briefly the action of Fourier-integral operators. The mappings X: 
(x, 4 697) -+ (X 8, T, .Y) such that x(Z) C ,Z and p, 0 x = ep, must be of the 








(6’ E R, E = &l, h homogeneous of degree 0). 
At1 sin 0 h cosz
Moreover, {Y, T} = @‘OI - u;S = +~P(~r/=r) = +I, and e = h2, so that, for 
Q = EF-lPF (usual notations), q. = p, , qlo = •(~,/=~)(p~~ 0 x), i.e. qlO/fl = 
e(prs/C,) o X. This is analogous to B), Theorem 2.1, except that we cannot 
“exchange the factors” as in the hyperbolic case. Finally, x must map n onto 71, so 
that e = tl. 
5. HYPERBOLIC INVOLUTIVE CASE (CODIM 2) 
We take p, = [T (the coordinates are (x, y, x, 4,~, 5)). The first equation is 
+I% + Ewe + h(% - bl) + %,(P, - 41) = 0. (1) 
As usual, if P N Q, we must have pro = qlo. 
Set for a moment a, - b, = &, p, - qi = ih; expanding the functions in (1) 
in Taylor Series in (I, q), we obtain, for the modified equation (l/;)L(l) = f, 
the relations f” = 0, 
Ala00 3 Qz,0 + Pa00 = 1 f, A2uo0 = a,u,o + PC+)” = f 2, 
d,a,2 + ~,93.2 z.z 0.2 f Y Ala01 + a,92.0 zzz 2.0 f 7 
Ala02 + A,u,l = -/.Lo - uOOhl*l + f 1.1. 
For the higher order terms, we have 
d,~r’~ = f”““” + known terms, ~,uZ*~ =f’*“‘+’ + known terms, 
and all the other relations involving terms homogeneous in (5,~) of degree 
m + 1 can be satisfied, provided that the terms of degree m - 1 in TV are chosen 
conveniently. 
For a non-zero solution a0 of (1) to exist, we must have dIuoo = 0, d2uoo = 0, 
which implies ad1 = 822 (i.e. d, and A, commute). 
From now on, we assume this condition; then the preceding point shows 
that to solvel( 1) = f, it is necessary and sufficient to havejo = 0, d,fl = A, f2. 
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To operate the standard reduction of P to P (see (i) in Theorem 1.1, 
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2), we have to choose, in (E), P, in such a way that 
ass(p, - #Jo = known quantity, 
4kGJYPz - hJO + Uo”(P, - WI - 4b412(2% - A)” + %vl - m 
= known qu. 
O But we have, from (l), d,u, = d,u,,O = 0, so that the relations are (p, - jl)O = 
kn. qu., UP, - h# - WL - A)” = k nown qu. They can clearly be satisfied 
by taking ~5~ = fit + p”,lf, with ~5, and fill conveniently chosen, which proves (i). 
The second equation is here 
(2) - ; (rl% + @,Pl f ml - 41) + 5+2 - 62) 
= --a,@2 - 92) - A@1 - 61) 
t ; ChEaOr + ; 41?Pou + ; Qlcaoz - &zao, 
- f Pl@O, - fPlZU0, - how f 
We denote the right hand side by f, so that the conditions for (2) to have a 
solution are f” = 0, Oaf’ = d,f2. Let us check the condition f” = 0, for 
instance. We have 
where HD1, denotes the Hamiltonian field of p,O as a function of (z, 5) only. Let 
us denote by (Y a fixed non zero solution of dror = d,ol = 0. Then uoo is of the 
form uoo = E(z, 5) 01, E being arbitrary. From the other relations in (l), we 
obtain, with uo2 = Car, uo1 = Da, A,ao2 = c&‘~ = --E&IO.~, A,u,l = aDk = 
-Ed2J’, and (a, - b,)O = i$ = -iAla - z’A,u,l - iuooXIJ = -id’~ - 
iolDj: - iE&VJ. Thus, -f” = -ia[(plOC)~ + (ploD)j.] + G, where G = 
EC& - qJ” - ip,OaEhlJ + iH,louoo + iqlluz, + iq12u&, + ai,, , and Ci = 
-EXOJ, D& = -EA2,0. The following lemma is concerned with systems of the 
form just obtained. 
LEMMA. Let (*) be the system (in two variables (x, y)) 
(PC); + WL = F 
(*I !C; = R, D;, = S 
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where p is a smooth given non-zero function, F, R and S are smooth given functions, 
and C and D are the unknown functions. 
Set Lp = (Log p)jd, , and p v F = (F/p)& - R:,, - (R(pk/p))?, - S& - 
(S(pk/p)): . Then (*) implies the systems 
(PACK, + (PJ% = Fk. 
C; = R, D; = S k> 1, 
where p, = Lkp, Fk = Lk-p( v ... v (Lp v (p v F)) . ..). In general, there are 
jnitely many necessary and suficient conditions on F, R and S for (*) to be solved. 
If Lkp E 0 for some k > 1, Fk E 0 is a necessary condition. For k = 1, it is also 
sujicient (L, = 0 means that p is of the form a(x) b(y)). 
Proof. We rewrite the first equation in the form 
We take now the xy-derivative and obtain 
R;, + (R 4)’ + (zC); + S;, + (S 2-j + (xD); = ($1” , 
Y I s?/ 
2 = (+): = ($1 = (Logp)‘&/ = Lp, 
we obtain a new system (*)r analogous to (*), with z instead ofp, and 
’ - S;& _ (S $)’ 
1/ I 
instead of F. 
If z E 0 (i.e. p is of the form a(x) b(y)), we must have FI 3 0, and this is 
sufficient for (*) to be solved; in fact, setf, = Cb + (b’/b)C,f, = Dj: + (a’/a)D: 
we want to solve the two systems {Cl + (b’/b)C = fi , Ck = R, Dj: + (a’/a)D = 
fi , 0; = S, for fi and fi satisfying F/p = fi + fi . The condition FI E 0 
implies that F/p can be written fi + fi , with f;, = Ri + (b’/b)R, f& = 
22: + (a’/a)S; but these last equations are precisely the compatibilities required 
to solve the two above systems. 
If z # 0, we can rewrite (*)r and obtain as above a new system (*X , with Lx 
instead of a, and a new F, . We can, in general, determine C and D in terms of 
F, R and S from the first equations of (*), (*)r and (*)z . This gives a finite 
number of necessary and sufficient conditions on F, R and S for (*) to be 
solved. 
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In our present case, G is of the form G = E’/3 + iHo,~a,,O, where /3 denotes a 
function depending only on a, P, Q. Thus p,O v G/Lx = H(L,lo)E + E/3, (& 
depends on OL, P, Q), and more generally, Fk = HLkDIOE + E& . If Lkp,O = 0 
for some k, we have, according to the Lemma, the necessary condition 13, = 0; 
for k = 1, we find the condition I,(P) = I,(Q), with 
(here, p,O is of the form plO(x,y, x, 0 = a(x, x, 5) b(y, x, 5). 
In general, it is not possible to satisfy the compatibility conditions mentioned 
in the lemma by chasing E conveniently, because E is a function of (x, 0 only; 
this gives other conditions on P and Q. 
The condition A,f’ = A, f2 on the right hand side of (2) can be analyzed by 
analogous (lengthy) computations. 
Assume that we have the Levi Conditionp,O E 0, then -f” = uoo(pz - qz)O -I- 
&Q& + ig124, + 4,, , and from (l), we get -f” = uoo[( p, - pJ” + q11q12 - 
pllp,” - X,.l]. Thus P N Q implies I,(P) = Iz(Q), with I,(P) = P,O - p,lp12 + 
;P:, . ?Jo real simplification occurs in the computation of the other conditions. 
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